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‘Green’: An Analysis of the U.S. Societal Dialogue Between
Ecologism and Capitalism

Almost everyone uses the term ‘green’ nowadays, and we all think that we know what it

means. Articles appear in the New York Times with titles such as “Green Grass That’s Not

So Green”, showing that we clearly have two common definitions of ‘green’ and that we all

understand which is which, although it is never formally defined to us. This paper will focus

on the history of the public understanding of the metaphorical sense of the word (which will

be kept in quotation marks to distinguish it from other meanings). In this paper, I will explain

the original definition of ‘green’ as understood by those who invented the term, and show

how its meaning and use has changed in the public dialogue, drawing on Michel Foucault’s

genealogical methods of tracing the history of institutions and ideas. (1980)

The genealogy of ‘green’ in this paper is constructed using one hundred years of New

York Times archives, in conjunction with academic writings concerning the word’s origins. As

the NYT is a respected and well-circulated newspaper, it serves as a reasonable proxy for the

American public dialogue. Where ‘green’ is concerned, this dialogue involves two primary

ideologies: the dominant American ideology of capitalism, and the ideology of ecologism

which originated the term ‘green’ and is based around the concept that it represents. These

ideologies have been arguing over the definition of ‘green’. Capitalism sees it as an idea that

can be an accessory to an ideology based on a different idea, and ecologism sees the idea

of ‘green’ as necessarily central to the organization of their ideology and ideal society. This

dialogue is captured in the changing use of ‘green’ and in the debate over ‘greenwashing’.

This discourse is historical, occurring in specific historical contexts situated in a changing

environment.
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The Two Ideologies in Dialogue

It is helpful to start with by defining what an ideology is in order to examine the discourse

between them. Various thinkers have defined ‘ideology’, and its definition has evolved over

the years to recognize that there can be multiple, even competing ideologies within a society.

It is only with this understanding of ideology that we can recognize the process of dialogue

between them.

Any ideology fulfils the definition set by Marx and Engels: ideology is “not only the

products but the processes of all signification, including the signification of values.” (1998:

page 70) Ideology is the framework by which its subscribers understand and create meaning

in the world around them. It then feeds back into the environment and society that it allows

people to understand: it is responsible for the “material conditions” of society. (Williams

1977)

Antonio Gramsci elaborated on Marx’s definition, saying that ideology is what defines

the entire “social process”, and it is diffused throughout the society. (1990) This provides a

historical dimension to ideology that does not require revolution and a redefinition from the

top-down: it provides a process for the shaping of ideology through dialogue.

This is because there is not only one ideology present in a society. In complex, modern

societies, different people subscribe to different frameworks for viewing and understanding

the world. However, they all must cooperate for a productive and functioning society. This

makes it necessary that they speak to each other. The various ideologies present within a

cultural-political landscape are engaged in constant dialogue. (Althusser 1984) It is this act of

conversation between ideologies that changes the society’s governing ideology and ultimately

its Marxist “material conditions”.

In the case of this paper and the dialogue surrounding ‘green’ in the United States,

the two ideologies in conversation on this topic are capitalism and ecologism. Capitalism is

built around the idea of the continual, intentional, and rational “pursuit of profit”. (Weber
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1958: page 17) Ecologism is built around the concept of environmental sustainability. (Luke

2009) The hegemonic ideology, in this case capitalism, controls the conversation, and defines

what counter-hegemonic ideologies can be imagined or accepted within the culture. (Williams

1977)

The Topic of Conversation: ‘Green’

The main debate on ‘green’ between ecologism and capitalism revolves around its different

roles within each ideology. ‘Green’ is an idea, and as an idea, it can serve one of three roles

within any given ideology: it can be the central idea on which the ideology is built, it can

be an accessory idea in the ideology which is built around a different central idea, or it can

be rejected by the ideology entirely as incompatible with its core concepts and vision of the

world. Fulfilling any of these roles will change the definition of the idea in a manner consistent

with its role.

For ecologism, as already stated, ‘green’ fills that central ideology-defining role. Cap-

italism, on the other hand, can take ‘green’ as an accessory idea, or reject it. If it takes it in,

it will be using a somewhat different definition than that used by ecologists, as for ecologists

truly being ‘green’ necessitates its centrality in an ideology. This is where the dialogue begins

in the public, hegemonic discourse.

‘Green’ originally comes from two linked strains of thought, ecologism and environ-

mentalism. It defines an action or idea that is environmentally sustainable. (Nepal 2004) For

ecologists1, this is necessarily a central idea and requires advocating an ideological shift to

create a sustainable society. Environmentalism, on the other hand, is not an ideology, (Dobson

2000) as it does not provide a “system of beliefs” that influences the “general process of the

production of meanings and ideas” that is Williams’ Marxist definition of ideology. (1977) It

1The term ‘ecologist’ will be used in this paper in its less-common political sense as defined by Dobson
(2000) and others, as an adjective or (personal) noun referring to the political ideology of ecologism, rather than
in the scientific sense of one who studies the science of ecology.
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advocates and defines ‘green’ as an idea of sustainability as an accessory to another ideology

a given person may subscribe to.

Andrew Dobson (2000) explains these two linked definitions as “light green” and “dark

green”. “Light green” refers to environmentalist thought, and “dark green” refers to ecol-

ogism, which actually takes the idea of ‘green’ as the basis to a new ideology which they

advocate. It is “the belief that there are natural limits to economic and population growth”,

and it shapes the ecologists’ interpretation of the world and how it ought to be. This puts

the ecologist ideology in direct opposition with capitalism in the US, by “self-consciously

confront[ing] dominant paradigms” of Western society as a whole. (Dobson 2000: page 8)

Even before ‘green’ was articulated, ecologist thought was opposing itself to capi-

talism. Karl Marx saw “environmental problems [as] traced to the exploitative dynamics of

capitalism”, and that the solutions to the problem would be found in “the transformation of

the relations of production”. (Nepal 2004: page 610) Ecologism offers a suggestion of how to

transform these relations in a way that reduces environmental degradation, by transforming the

ideology on which society and its “material conditions” are based. “The aim of [dark] Green

ideology is... to recreate the political, social, and economic foundations of western societies”

around the idea of ‘green’. (Stavrakakis 1997)

Capitalism then takes these ideas and tries to transform them into accessory ideas,

rather than central ones, which Dobson refers to as a “powerful magic” that “moulds chal-

lenges [to the capitalist and industrialist ideology] in its own image and so draws their sting”.

(2000: page 8) The effects of this “magic” will be seen in the changing definition of ‘green’

as a result of the historical discourse traced in this paper.

However, although capitalism’s dominance allows it more power to change the defi-

nition of ideas, it is still engaged in conversation with other ideologies regarding those ideas.

Ecologism continues to fight for the centrality of the concept of ‘green’, rather than its inclu-

sion as a mere accessory idea in the still-dominant ideology of capitalism. One tool they use
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to do this via discourse, discussed in this paper, is the accusation of ‘greenwashing’. This only

comes into play once there is a pre-existing societal understanding of ‘green’ on which to base

‘greenwashing’ accusations.

Research Methods in Tracing the Geneaology of ‘Green’

Based on Foucault’s methodology of genealogy (1980), this paper will trace the history of

‘green’ through certain measurable proxies as used in the public dialogue in the United States

– that is, that dialogue in which the average American may be aware of and participate in,

across the various American political ideologies. This discourse is mediated by the hegemonic

capitalist ideology, and requires an agreement on the definition of the term discussed, even if

they do not agree on what they think of it. Ideologies and ideas within them can shift, but this

process is historical and path-dependent: “the social world is accumulated history”. (Bourdieu

1986)

In order to determine this history, the first step was to get an estimate of how of-

ten ‘green’ was being used. I searched the archives of the New York Times, one of the

‘great’ American daily newspapers widely seen as objective. (“New York Times” 2016). I

scanned through every item in a six month (January-June) period every ten years since 1901

that showed up in an archive search for ‘green’ + ‘environment’. This was to screen out ar-

ticles not related to the environment. I then doubled that count to get the yearly amount of

articles making use of this definition of ‘green’. I determined that an article was using the

term ‘green’ in this ideological context if the word ‘green’ was not being used as a color or a

noun, and was in accordance with the metaphorical/ideological definition outlined in previous

sections of this paper. (For those years for which I did not find any articles, I instead went

through the entire year’s archives rather than only the first six months.)
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The Proliferation of ‘Green’ into American Public Discourse

History of ‘Green’ Traced in the New York Times
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Figure 1: A graph showing the articles using ’green’ in its metaphorical, environmental context. Sam-
ple size: every 10 years.

The first appearance in my samples of the word ’green’ using this definition is, tellingly,

in an article written in April 1971 – one year after the world’s first Earth Day. (O’Halleran

2013) (This is where the decadal resolution of the sampling takes effect, as no samples were

taken in 1970.) In this year there was another spike as well – of responses (hits) in the archives

to my search criteria, which more than quintupled from about 20 articles per year to 130.

It is important to note that not all hits for this search were in fact related to environ-

mental issues, and that many articles were written about the environment that did not include

the term ‘green’ and so did not appear in this search. Despite these discrepancies, the search
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Figure 2: Comparison of search hits to ‘green’ + ‘environment’ (left) with percentage representing
instances of ’green’ concept (right).

hits provide a good proxy for understanding the prominence of the term ‘green’ in the NYT to

refer to environmental issues throughout time; while the counts and proportions of the use of

the term ‘green’ provide a good understanding of what language and ideas were being used in

this discourse.

Namely, the search hits, raw values and proportional hits of environmental articles

that use ‘green’ all show a steeply curved upward trend,which began around the first Earth

Day in 1970, dropped in the decade thereafter2, and then has continued to rise into today.

Interestingly, by 2011 the New York Times had also created a blog called “Green” about

environmental issues, as well as a “Green Business” column in its business section. This

is evidence of the increasing importance of ‘green’ as a concept throughout today’s society,

including within capitalism itself. Such a shift in importance results from the bidirectional di-

alogue between capitalism and ecologism, in their roles as hegemonic and counter-hegemonic

ideologies within society. (Williams 1977)

2This drop in the 1980’s may be attributed to the rise of Reagan conservatives in this decade, with their
pro-industry and anti-regulation sentiment. (O’Halleran 2013)
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Analysis of this History as a Discourse Between Ideologies

We can better understand capitalism’s response to this idea of ‘green’ if we recognize the

similarities between ideas and ideologies and myths. Claude Lévi-Strauss, in his analyses on

mythology in native North American tribes, explains that people tell myths to understand and

explain the world, which is a very similar function to that performed by ideology in shaping

worldviews. These myths must be logically consistent with the realities of their physical and

social environment. (1972) This is equally true of other modes of understanding the world,

such as words and ideologies.

Lévi-Strauss supplies a method for understanding change and resistance to change

in these myths and ideologies. Our modes of understanding the environment will change

when they no longer make sense or serve our purposes, but the stories themselves are so

powerful that, once created, “people prefer to falsify the image of the environment rather

than to acknowledge that the relationships with the actual environment have changed.” (Lévi-

Strauss 1977: page 154)

However, this falsification can only go so far. The myths that Lévi-Strauss studied

had, in fact, changed from environment to environment, if only by small amounts. They

changed just enough to remain logically consistent with the rest of the story as well as the

changed external environment. (Lévi-Strauss 1977) The interpretations that cultures create of

the world are internally consistent and interconnected, (Boddy 1977) but these interpretations,

as ideologies, affect the material world. (Williams 1977) It is a feedback system: the material

conditions of society persist only so long as the hegemonic ideology continues to say that they

should be produced, (Althusser 1984) and the hegemonic ideology continues without chang-

ing so long as the material conditions reflect its expectations, as a myth does. (Lévi-Strauss

1977.) Once the internal, ideological world stops being logically consistent or reflective of the

external, material world, the ideology should necessarily change.

Althusser, Marx, and others tend to define material conditions as those of production,
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but this can be extended to include the environment, which provides the resources with which

to produce and is itself transformed by the process and results of production. Indeed, Marxism

established “material and social history as the real relationship between ‘man’ and ‘nature’,”

which are not separate but in fact interrelated things. (Williams 1977: page 60) Here is the

clue to why ‘green’ has recently been accepted as an important concept by the hegemonic

ideology of capitalism in the United States.

Presently, the ‘natural’ environment has been degrading in various ways as a result of

human activities, most especially our means of production and the capitalist ideology behind

it, according to ecologists. (Meadows 2004; Stavrakakis 1997; Nepal 2004) This change has

been noted by scientists and by the public, although most in the US today have not come to the

conclusion that this is a threat to the foundation of our capitalist ideology. They have accepted

the the environmentalist premise, that environmental problems exist and must be rectified,

which is shown in their increasing use of the word ‘green’ as an accessory concept to their

ideology. But they have not accepted the ecologist reasoning and proposed solution: a shift in

the dominant ideology of society towards one that uses ‘green’ as a central concept.

This is capitalism working Dobson’s “powerful magic”. It is what Williams would

refer to as a dialogue between hegemony and counter-hegemony, and a shift in the position of

the hegemonic ideology to allow for further possible ideas and conversations. Lévi-Strauss,

and likely many ecologists who argue that ‘green’ capitalism is impossible, would refer to this

process as “falsifying the image of the environment” to serve the interests of the old myths or

ideologies.

But “the social world is accumulated history”, rather than just one single instance of

dialogue. (Bourdieu 1986) The shaping of the hegemonic and counter-hegemonic ideologies

in society, and their effects on reality, continues. Capitalism makes its interpretation of ‘green’,

but ecologism, the non-hegemonic ideology, can still then respond.
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Figure 3: A graph showing the number of articles with the term ‘greenwashing’ per year, from 2000 to
2015.

The Ecologist Response: the ‘Greenwashing’ Debate

‘Greenwashing’ in the NYT

The development and popularization of the concept of ‘greenwashing’ is an attempt from

ecologism to reclaim ‘green’ as the base of their ideology rather than as an accessory to another

ideology. They are trying to protect its definition as they understand it, which is incompatible

with capitalism.

‘Greenwashing’ is an accusation that the accused has called something ‘green’ that

is not, that they have misunderstood or misrepresented ‘green’. It emerged in response to

the developing societal understanding of ‘green’ as a compatible accessory idea to capitalist

ideology. (Myers 2015) Something is accused of being ‘greenwashed’ when the term ‘green’

is used in a way that is at best environmentalist rather than ecologist.

To understand the historical development of the term ‘greenwashing’ in the public

discourse, I used a methodology similar to that with which I traced ‘green’. This search was

in fact simpler, because ‘greenwashing’ does not have a meaning secondary to its political one.

I was able to simply search for the term in the New York Times archive and track the number
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of hits per year. ‘Greenwashing’ doesn’t appear at all until the year 2001, approximately thirty

years after ‘green’ itself.

Although pushing environmentalist ideas into the public dialogue has been largely suc-

cessful as measured by the prevalence of ‘green’ and discussions about the environment over-

all (figures 1, 2, and 3), the ecologist ideology has not been as successful in achieving public

acceptance. This is evident in their need for pushback against the capitalist use of ‘green’ with

the ‘greenwashing’ critique. Tellingly, ‘ecologism’ itself only appears four times in total in

the NYT archives. Three times it is part of the same quote referring to the same event, and the

other time it is only a component or accessory to anarchist ideology. In all four articles ‘ecol-

ogism’ is presented as a challenge to capitalism, conflated with anarchism and communism

(two other counter-hegemonic ideologies) and only mentioned in passing. (Lewis 1992; Kahn

2000) The last time it appeared in the NYT was over fifteen years ago. 3

This ideology has clearly not been accepted into the dominant American discourse

even to the level that anarchism and communism have been, despite the success of some of

its ideas. (Searching for either of those ideologies in the archives returns thousands and tens

of thousands of hits, respectively.) The hegemonic ideology determines the possibility for

counter-hegemony and the level of official presence that it can have, whether it is repressed

or simply dismissed.4 (Williams 1977) Ecologism is fundamentally at odds with the dom-

inant capitalist ideology, a fact recognized by both ecologists and capitalists. (Stavrakakis

2007) Perhaps it is even more opposed to capitalism than other counter-hegemonic ideologies,

which may be what prevents its acceptance into the discourse, because unlike the other ide-

ologies it rejects capitalism’s basic tenet of ‘growth’. (Meadows 2004) Moreover, ecologism

3Interestingly, ‘ecologism’ and related words such as ‘ecological’ are used much more commonly in Eu-
rope, in England as well as in languages that are not English. Products in European supermarkets are labeled
‘ecological’ where in the US similar products are labeled ‘green’ or ‘environmentally friendly’, which may say
something about the level of acceptance of this ideology in those societies as compared to the United States. It
also underscores the fact that this analysis is limited to the context of the United States and the English language.

4‘Green’ has also become an accessory to other counter-hegemonic ideologies in the United States, such as
communism, socialism, and anarchism, just as it has become accepted into capitalism. (Nepal 2004; Kahn 2000)
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is youngest among these counter-hegemonic ideologies, although its roots can be traced back

to the beginnings of the others, such as communism. (Dobson 2000; Nepal 2004) It may be

a combination of this high degree of opposition to the dominant ideology’s central ideas, as

well as the relative youth of the ideology, that prevents its widespread acceptance in American

discourse.

Ideological Underpinnings of ‘Greenwashing’

Although ecologism may have been mostly dismissed from the hegemonic ideological dia-

logue in America, its ideas have not been, and this has allowed ecologists a say in the defi-

nition of ‘green’ with their accusations of ‘greenwashing’. This would not be possible if the

idea of ‘green’ had not already been accepted into capitalism, albeit with a somewhat changed

definition as an accessory rather than core idea to an ideology. Only now that ‘green’ has

proliferated into American discourse is it possible for ecologists to argue for their deeper defi-

nition of the concept, and indeed push for their ideology in a way that was not possible before

their basic idea of ‘green’ was accepted.

Ecologists argue that the current accepted use of ‘green’, and the dominant (capital-

istic) thinking on ecological and environmental concepts signaled by said usage, is not far

enough in line with their ideology to be an acceptable definition. They are arguing not only

over the definition of a concept, but over which ideology it can even belong to, and which ide-

ology can be used to truly understand it. Although to even have a concept of ‘environmentally

friendly’ or ‘green’ in the English language is progress, ecologists see the entire capitalist ide-

ological system in the US as antithetical to those concepts. (Dobson 2000) They see capitalism

as inherently not ‘green’, and use ‘greenwashing’ to make that critique.

It is important to recognize the historical dimension of this debate. ‘Greenwashing’

was only able to arise in the 2000’s because the term ‘green’ had become part of the public

consciousness and the dominant ideology starting in the 1970’s, otherwise it would have been
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nonsensical. Concepts and the conversations surrounding them must build on what came be-

fore. This is Gramsci’s “social process” in determining ideology, operating within the bounds

of Williams’ possibilities for discourse that are determined by the hegemonic ideology.

This is Not the End

Both the object of discourse (‘green’) and the possibilities for discourse will continue to shift

as a result of this continual dialogue. Capitalism will continue to resist fundamental chal-

lenges, as the dominant ideology and the story that defines our society’s worldview. How-

ever, the external pressures on that worldview resulting from environmental degradation and

overuse exert a force that causes dialogue to continue about the environment and how we must

interact with it. This dialogue is a historical process. Just as it has changed over time in a

path-dependent manner, it will continue to shift (and our possibilites will shift along with it)

based on what has and will happen, and what ideas are discussed and accepted.

Despite the fact that our society’s hegemonic ideology, or dominant ‘myth’, will change,

it remains to be seen how much. What level of falsification of reality still allows our mate-

rial conditions to reflect what is possible? This exploration into the history of ‘green’ in the

context of ecologism and capitalism has only raised more questions.

What will the American ideological landscape look like as this discourse continues

into the future? How ‘green’ can capitalism really go, and will that be enough? What sort of

society is necessary given the environment that we actually have? Is it light or dark ‘green’?

Is it environmentalist, ecologist, capitalist, or something else entirely?

These questions will only be ultimately answered through continued dialogue. But

we can make a few educated guesses based on social theory. Althusser argued that material

conditions will only persist as long as what Gramsci would call the hegemonic ideology says

that they should, while Lévi-Strauss says that people adapt their understandings of the world

to the world that they see only once they can no longer logically support other interpretations.
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The environment and the society’s various ideologies are interconnected, influencing

each other in material ways. When one changes, the other will too. The meaning of ‘green’ is

and will continue to be constructed through a historical process of continual social discourse,

which includes inputs and feedbacks from not only the competing ideologies of ecologism

and capitalism but also the material reality of the surrounding environment.
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